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INTRODUCTION
Salesforce Lightning is more than just a fresh coat of paint. On top of a robust
new UI, Lightning has also introduced a variety of new features to maximize
sales. Any company with a sales team should consider making the switch.
For many, transitioning to Lightning may sound exciting, intimidating, or both.
The good news is that making the switch is by no means a requirement.
Although transitioning to Lightning is something companies will likely need to do
for the foreseeable future, Salesforce Co-Founder Parker Harris has said
himself that switching between Classic and Lightning will slow down users.¹
So how do you know if transitioning to Lightning is right for your company? What
should you keep in mind when making this decision? In this guide, we’ll cover
what you need to need to know before making the big move.

¹ http://inspireplanner.com/blog/salesforce-lightning-switch/
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CHAPTER

01

Understanding the Benefits of Lightning
The Salesforce team has developed Lightning to better suit the needs of
today's sales organizations. Companies need more than just straightforward
customer and report databases, instead they need their sales platforms to act
as the “hub” of all activities. Workflow productivity is key.
Lightning was built with this in mind, including new features² like:
Customizable Home Pages
Console Apps
Einstein Lead Scores
Kanban capabilities
Improved Reporting and Dashboard capabilities
Global Actions & Utilities
New Favorites feature
New Dialer and Voicemail capabilities to improve efficiency
(with additional license)
Already, Lightning has proven to help organizations. Respondents to the
Salesforce 2017 Lightning Adoption Survey reported an average 41% increase
in productivity.³
² https://www.salesforce.com/video/1779815/
³ https://www.salesforce.com/blog/2017/08/lightning-upgrade-salesforce-classic.html
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CHAPTER
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Is Lightning Right for You?
Given those results, it’s no surprise some companies may be anxious to get
started. But while switching to Lightning is as simple as changing a setting, you
need to consider if your organization is ready for Lightning. It’s important to note
that Lightning is still new, so it may take longer to find answers to your
questions. Consider the following before you determine whether moving to
Lightning is the right choice for your company.

The Lightning Learning Curve

While your team’s users and developers may be comfortable with Salesforce
Classic, they need fair warning that not every feature will be moving to
Lightning. Specifically, your team should know:

Developers

While Lightning does give developers the ability to create more capable and
responsive apps, this comes at a cost. Developers will have to learn to work in
Lightning’s new component model, with changes that include:
The push for more logic execution to occur in the user’s browser
An environment that relies heavily on JavaScript
Ensuring displays work in three environments: Classic, Lightning, and
Lightning Mobile
Added on to these changes is the fact that there are few code samples available
for developers to reference. This means developers will be “learning as they
go,” and will likely face many challenges in getting Lightning-based apps to
function properly.
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Users

If your team plans to migrate to Lightning this year, your team members (users)
need to understand which features are still being moved over to Lightning. This
means users will likely have to deal with “workarounds” in the meantime, which
could end up being several months.
Users should also know that some small features, tricks, and shortcuts may not
be moving to Lightning at all (e.g. 10 columns in related list displays). These
likely became useful out of habit and not out of usefulness. Salesforce has done
well to identify these and make sure they won’t drag down the experience on
Lightning.

You should take note of all features that aren’t
coming to Lightning, which include:
Joined Reports: Schedule report refreshes continue to work in Lightning,
though users can also now subscribe to Reports. Print Reports is gone,
though users can print reports via their browser’s print function. Users can
create and edit reports in Lightning, but must switch to Classic for Joined
Reports for now (we expect to see Joined Reports in Lightning the future).
Dashboards: Users can’t schedule dashboard refreshes in Lightning,
though refreshes scheduled in Classic will work in the Lightning view. Full
dashboard creation and editing capabilities are available in Lightning.
List View Options: Features unavailable in Lightning include following
records directly from a list, sharing list views with groups, custom actions,
and some mass actions.
Product Schedules: Users are no longer able to add product schedules
to products when adding them to an Opportunity. Instead, when reps add
products with an established revenue or quantity schedule, this schedule
is added as an opportunity line item.
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CHAPTER
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Before Making the Transition
Given the number of differences between Classic and Lightning, organizations
have a lot to consider before making the switch. Every organization has different
circumstances, making it difficult to give standard criteria that justifies switching
to Lightning.
With that being said, there are a few things to keep in mind when weighing the
pros and cons of Lightning for your organization.

How New Are You to Salesforce?

If you’re brand new to Salesforce and have little baggage (e.g. no users, no
developers), then go ahead and get started with Lightning! Salesforce will
continue to dedicate more resources to improving and supporting Lightning, so
there no reason to get started with the Classic (and eventually outdated) UI.
Keep in mind, however, that your team will likely have to work with both Classic
and Lightning UIs as all features are moved to Lightning over the next year.

Why Are You Making the Move?

We need to stress this: Classic is not going away anytime soon. In fact,
Salesforce itself said that “You can continue to use Salesforce Classic. There’s
no timeline for end of life.”³
The basic rule of thumb is that you shouldn’t move over until you have a plan in
place and it makes sense for your business.

³ http://inspireplanner.com/blog/salesforce-lightning-switch/
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Making the Move
We aren’t exaggerating with the timeframes referenced in this guide: transitioning to Lightning will take several months. Below are some tips to keep in
mind when putting together your own Lightning transition plan.

1. Transition One Team at a Time

To ease the pressure on your organization, transition one department or team
at a time. Once the team has been identified, make sure all decision makers
(i.e. management) approve of the move. You’ll need their support if other
teams complain they haven’t been chosen.
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2. Be Realistic About the Transition

As we’ve already mentioned, not all Classic features are yet (or ever will be)
available in Lightning. Your team should schedule some time to explore
Lightning and find these pain points. Salesforce has training videos and
documentation available for everyone to familiarize themselves with Lightning.
Next, you should spend time researching and documenting alternatives. You
can also enable the Lightning Experience in your Salesforce sandbox to test
these alternatives.
No matter how well you prepare, the Lightning learning curve will affect the
productivity of your workers. You should be prepared to answer many
questions and help find solutions to new roadblocks. Keep in mind that all
organizations will feel some pains. You aren’t in this alone; there are many
resources available to assist your business in the transition.

3. Understand What’s Needed for the Transition

After your new Lightning users have been identified, you’ll need to understand
what’s needed to make the transition. This will likely include:
A review of your organizational security, including profiles and
permission sets.
New screen setups with a home screen, dashboards, page views,
and links.
On top of these, all users need to have extensive training to make sure they’re
comfortable with the switch over.
To get a better idea of the specifics needed for user transitions, turn to
Salesforce’s Lightning Experience Migration Assistant.⁴ Even better, try
dividing the chosen team’s users into two groups: those who will continue to
use Classic and those who stick to Lightning. You can then hold discussions to
better understand the challenges employees will face when getting used to the
new interface.
⁴ https://www.salesforce.com/blog/2016/09/is-your-org-ready-for-lightning-experience.html
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Transition with the RelationEdge Team

Thankfully, your organization doesn’t have to embark on the transition to
Lightning alone! At RelationEdge we’re experts in Salesforce implementation
and customization. We work closely with our clients to understand their
specific pain points and goals. With this info in mind, we then develop a plan
that maps out your Salesforce implementation timeline, complete with
customized features.
Simply put, we’re all about process first. And when it comes to Salesforce
Lightning, process has never been more important. If you’re struggling to
implement Lightning across your organization, get in touch with us — we can
find the best process driven approach for your business.
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Sources:
https://www.salesforce.com/blog/2017/08/lightning-upgrade-salesforce-classic.html
https://www.salesforce.com/video/1779815/
https://trailhead.salesforce.com/
https://www.salesforce.com/blog/2016/09/is-your-org-ready-for-lightning-experience.html
https://resources.docs.salesforce.com/198/latest/en-us/sfdc/pdf/lex_considerations.pdf
https://releasenotes.docs.salesforce.com/en-us/winter16/release-notes/lex_do_it_intro.htm
http://inspireplanner.com/blog/salesforce-lightning-switch/
https://www.cio.com/article/3240995/customer-relationship-management/salesforce-lightning-vs-clas
sic-what-you-need-to-know-now.html
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